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Our sense of touch impacts our state of mind and 
feeling of belonging. Authentically inviting spaces at 
work are both visual and tactile. The rich materiality, 
welcoming forms and broad color palette of Sarto 
Screens combine to create personalized environments 
that offer varying levels of privacy.

Meet    
Sarto Screens
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At work, we see greater demand for a more welcoming, 
informal environment with lounges and a range of social 
settings to connect with colleagues away from the desk. 
Gently framing and shielding workstations, Sarto Screens 
contribute to the softer material palette of the new office 
environment. 

The Inviting Workplace
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Sarto Hanging Screens create individual coves 
for greater privacy and focus.

With additional height and the ability be mounted 
or to wrap around a variety of different furniture 
settings, Sarto Screens offer users optimal visual 
and acoustic privacy.

Enhanced   
Privacy
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Sarto Screens punctuate workspace with colorful 
coves, providing users with focus spaces and 
facilitating productivity.

Inspires   
Productivity

Offering users choice and control is integral to fostering a work 
environment that supports small bursts of work between meetings and 
collaborative team events. The Desk Up Screens are designed with this 
in mind to offer users control over their privacy.



With inspiration drawn from the tradition of Italian 
tailoring, as well as the beauty and strength of 
tailored suits, Sarto Screens bring structural quality 
and thoughtful detail into the work environment.

Soft, tactile materials are stitched together in 
a frameless design bound by intricate accent 
stitching, creating a product that challenges the 
established expression of screen design. 
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Expressive    
Crafted Finishes 
Express yourself with combination fabric finishes on different sides of the 
Sarto Screen. Accent your selection with contrasting thread for ultimate 
tailored expression.

Machined Precision
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A selection of patterned fabrics offers 
designers a wider range of expression and 
chance to break visual monotony in space.

Never a    
Dull Corner

Aligners are elegantly designed to functionally and
visually unify screens in a variety of configurations.

Little Accents 
Elegantly subtle screen aligners serve as 
functional accent pieces that create visual focal 
points. The inclusion of simple accessories like 
name tags and marker boards allow individuals 
the option of personalizing their workstation.

Create a more resilient workspace with bleach 
cleanable fabric options.
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Features 
and benefit

Tailored Accessories
These soft and subtle spatial boundaries 
provide tackable surfaces, allowing 
notes and images to be pinned. Simple 
accessories like name tags and marker 
boards are designed to offer individuals 
the experience  of customizing and 
personalizing their workstations. 

Acoustics
NRC (noise reduction coefficient) tested 
with an NRC rating of 0.75, Sarto Screens 
high acoustic rating offers both privacy 
and quiet.

Sarto Dividers
Sarto Dividers are movable and easy for individuals to 
reposition, supporting changing workplace dynamics.  
Adjustable user-friendly clamps secure the divider 
and their soft grip stabilizes the screen and protects 
the work surface. A built-in bag hook allows neat 
storage of personal belongings.
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Surface Materials

Coconut 

Turmeric 

Tangerine 

Rose quartz 

Saffron 

Scarlet 

Lipstick 

Blue jay 

Lagoon 

Royal blue 

Blueprint 

Sailor 

Concord 

Aubergine 

Sea salt 

Citrine 

Wasabi 

Olivine 

Peacock

 
Lizard 

Cogent 
Connect

Malt

 
Nickel  
 

Root beer  
  
 
Quicksilver 

  
Storm cloud 
 

Graphite 
 

Licorice

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mustard  
yellow

Dark pink  
 

Orange mix  
 

Red  
 

Cherry red  
 

Sky blue

 
Water blue  
 

Denim  

Blue jean  
 

Blue 

Blue purple  
 

Purple

Crimson 

Blue jay 

Azure blue 

Sapphire 

Ink blue 

Hydrangea 

Wasabi 

Malt 

Cork 

Cocoa 

Nickel 

Rhino 

Ebony

Medley

Omni-R Coconut 

Cloud 

Maize 

Tangerine 

Scarlet

Stencil* Silk

 
Parchment 

Mauvelous

 
Mulberry 

Bermuda

 
Denim 

Sea Salt 

Honeydew 

Chartreuse 

Sepia 

Orchid 

Bittersweet 

Concrete 

Cracked 
Pepper

Midnight

Surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference    
and should not be used for final color selection.

* Available in August 2021

# ONLY applicable for Sarto Screen Extension style numbers   

** NOT applicable for Sarto Screen Extension style numbers



Sustainability
We believe that providing the best solutions for 
our customers begins by ensuring they’re the best 
solutions for our environment. Every step of the 
way – through design, manufacturing, delivery, 
and product lifecycle – we consider the impact    
of our work on people and the environment.

Sarto Screens have been crafted with care. 
The wood can be continually recycled.

For more than 109 years, Steelcase 
has provided insight-led solutions 
to create great work and education 
experiences for the world’s leading 
organisations. Along with our family 
of brands, we offer a comprehensive 
portfolio of furniture and technology 
products and services that inspire 
people to do their best work.
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